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The Premium Blend Poly/Cotton 3 Piece Sheet Set includes a 
flat sheet, fitted sheet, and face rest cover. These sheets are 
durable, affordable, and provide a wrinkle free, lightweight 
comfort that is normally only found with more expensive 
sheets. With an oversized flat sheet you can ensure your 
clients will be covered 100% of the time, allowing them to 
remain relaxed through position changes. The poly/cotton 
sheets are made specifically for massage tables and will give 
you the fit you desire.

STANDARD FEATURES:
• Set includes a flat sheet, fitted sheet and face rest cover
• 180 thread-count
• 55/45 poly/cotton blend
• Fitted sheet fits up to a 33”W x 73”L x 7”H massage table cushion

Pre-treat stains with Dawn dish soap or use any automatic dishwasher soap. These soaps are designed to break up oil and grease on dishes but also 
works great on massage table sheets. For the best chance of getting oil out of your linens you must pre-treat within 24 hours.

When washing your sheets avoid using bleach, as it will damage the cotton fibers and over time you will notice holes. If you need to brighten your white 
sheets, add 1/2 cup of vinegar or 1/4 cup of lemon juice to your wash. Wash your linens in warm water with a cold water rinse.

After all oil stains are out you may dry your sheets as normal. We recommend using a low heat setting and throwing in a few tennis balls to reduce the 
drying time. Remove linens as soon as the dryer stops to avoid wrinkles.

Washing Instructions:

SHT SET P/C 3pc

Standard Set:
SHT SET P/C 3pc - Premium Blend Poly/Cotton 3 Piece Sheet Set
Flat Sheet: 58”W x 94”L
Fitted Sheet: 33”W x 73”L x 7”H
Face Rest Cover: fits all standard size face rest pillows

Premium Blend Poly/Cotton
3 PC Sheet Set

White

Qty_____

Natural

Qty_____

Chocolate

Qty_____
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